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Letter from Pastor Ken

Dear WBC,
As we regularly do, in term 2 we will be studying a book from the Old
Testament. However, this is going to be a bit trickier than normal because
Zechariah is not particularly well-known, and its style of writing makes
it a challenge.
In our church covenant there is a short line that says, “We…will support
and treasure the biblical preaching of the whole counsel of God…”
Zechariah is one part of that whole. While it may not be familiar or easy
to understand, it is valuable because it is God’s word.
One thing that will aid us in our study is other parts of the OT. Ezra sets
the scene historically (c.f. timeline pg 4), describing the release of God’s
people from exile and some of the issues they faced in returning to
Jerusalem. Haggai is a contemporary prophet, speaking into the same
situation and covering many of the same issues and even using some of
the same imagery though in a more familiar form.
Zechariah stands at a transition point in the history of God’s people,
looking both backwards and forwards in time. It helpfully points out both
past problems and God’s future solution. It covers issues such as God’s
sovereignty, the significance of the rebuilding of the temple in Jerusalem,
the coming of the Messiah, the glorious future hope, and the
incorporation of Gentiles into the people of God.
As with anything that is unfamiliar, it will take work to understand. What
does come through is how much of Jesus’ ministry is prophesied and how
intent God is on rescuing His people. We have a great hope.
Yours in Christ,
Ken
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Background to the series

Zechariah is the second last book of the Old Testament. Set in the time
when the exiles (Judah) had recently returned to the Promised Land, it is
the longest of 12 books called the minor prophets. (They were called this
because of their short length compared to books like Isaiah and Jeremiah,
not because they were of minor importance!)
As with any prophet, God is speaking through the prophet to His people.
In this case it is a people who are privileged to be ‘back home’.
Unfortunately, the experience of those who had returned did not match
the incredible expectations that had been set by the earlier prophets. Life
was tough with hinderances from nature, from neighbouring countries,
and even from within.
Once called ‘the most obscure book of the Old Testament’, it contains a
lot that is not easy to understand. Zechariah sees visions, some parts of
which are explained, but a lot remains unclarified.
The book is written in 3 sections:
Chapters 1-6
Chapters 7-8
Chapters 9-14

8 ‘Night visions’ and a ‘sign-act’
Transition narrative
2 ‘Oracles’ confirming that former
prophecies stand

Chapters 1-6 can be thought of as picture painting with words. Some
elements are just there, we need to intentionally focus on that which is
explained. The angel often highlights what is important to understand.
Sometimes the biblical background is in view, for e.g. the lampstand in
the tabernacle/ temple. Sometimes it is the societal background, for e.g.
horse riders reporting to the king paralleling the Persian practice of the
time. The 1st 5 visions are about God’s return to His people. Visions 6-8
portray the eradication of all that is opposed to God.
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Chapters 7-8 are more typical narrative that we associate with the
prophets or history books. It is an extended reflection on the fasting that
was taking place with both a questioning of motive and a promise that
fasting will turn to feasting including the incorporation of Gentile.
Verses from Chapters 9-14 are (after Psalms) the most frequently cited
verses of the OT in the passion narrative, and much of its imagery is
revisited in the book of Revelation. This makes studying Zechariah of
great value to our understanding of the coming of Kingdom of God in
the gospels and in our reading of Revelation.
Quotes of Zechariah (e.g Mtt 26:31, Mk14:27, Jn 19:37 ) make clear
that Jesus was seen as the fulfillment of what Zechariah prophesied.
This will mean that we will regularly consider how Zechariah’s writing
are pointing forward to Jesus and enables us to understand who he was
and what he did.
While it all might sound like a lot of hard work and there will likely be
a number of “I don’t know” conclusions in our Home Groups and the
sermons, the value of slowing down to ponder God’s word cannot be
overestimated.
Our hope is that as a church we will see a positive side to the prophets
challenging of God’s people and grow in confidence in what God has
promised to achieve. God has given a vision of hope and we are invited
to see life and where it is heading from His perspective.
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Home Group – Week 1

Zechariah 1:1-17

Setting the scene
One of the keys to understanding this section, and the book, is to
appreciate the significance of its historical setting. The exile followed the
destruction of Jerusalem. It was a punishment from God in which the last
remaining people of God were deported to Babylon for a 70-year period.
At the end of that time the Persian king Cyrus announced that the Jews
could return ‘home’. An initial group did return, but even 20 years later
when Darius had succeeded Cyrus (v1, 7; c.f. Ezra 1:1-4), many remained
in Babylon as they had settled down there. Those who had returned to the
Promised Land were finding life very difficult. Going back to Jerusalem
was portrayed as the place of blessing, but in practice did not live up to
expectations.
Read 1:1-17
1) Have you ever been promised something, but the reality didn’t
match the promise? Share what it was, how it made you feel, your
reaction, etc.

V1-6
2) Though some of God’s people are already back in the Promised
Land, the tone of the book’s opening is mixed. What is good and
bad in the experience of those Zechariah has a message for?
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v7-17
The Persian empire was known for having horse mounted military that
checked on the extensive kingdom in order to avert threats to peace.
Ironically, one of the clearest indicators of God’s blessing was peace
(1 Ki 4:25). Especially during the reigns of King David and Solomon
when Israel had conquered all of their enemies and established peace
were considered the “golden days”.
3) Three months after first receiving the word of the Lord, Zechariah
has a vision at night. What does Zechariah see and what is their
significance according to the angel? (v8-11)

4) Finding “the whole world at rest and in peace” (v11) seems like
a dream that we can only long for. What surprising reaction does
it provoke from the angel of the Lord and why? (v12)

5) The ‘kind and comforting’ words God spoke to the angel become,
or at least lead to, a prophetic proclamation. What is going to
happen according to v16-17? Why is this such good news?

6) “Once bitten twice shy” is proverbial wisdom that shows how
hard it is to trust when we feel let down. How does Zechariah’s
vision address the exiles’ hesitancy and the disappointment of
those who had already returned? What does it have to say about
your own previous or current unmet expectations?
6

The first 6 chapters of Zechariah are a series of visions. Each week we
will be leaving space for you to draw a picture or pictures to try to
capture some of what is being communicated. This may be for your own
reflection or potentially to share with your group.
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Sermon: 1st May
Zechariah 1:1-17
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Home Group – Week 2

Zechariah 1:18-2-13

Reflection on Zechariah 1:1-17

The first rule of real estate is location, location, location. Even if a house
is amazing, if it is in a ‘bad’ neighbourhood, people will be very hesitant
to buy. While being forcefully displaced to Babylon 90 years earlier
would have been devastating, many in the new generations would have
only known Babylon as ‘home’. On return to Jerusalem they faced
oppressive difficulties: the destruction of the city, violent neighbours
and ‘squatters’, and agricultural hardship. We might read “Promised
Land” but many people at the time would have felt Jerusalem was very
much a classic “renovator’s delight.”
Read Zechariah 1:18-21
1) Have you ever heard of, or had yourself a “Stephen Bradbury”
moment? Why is surprising victory such a common theme of
fairy tales?

2) What do the horns represent here, especially given the angel’s
explanation?
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3) ‘Craftsmen’ in the OT are primarily the artisans who make and
repair the temple/ tabernacle (e.g. 1 Ki 5:18, 1 Chr 22:16, Is
44:11). Why is it surprising that their work overcomes these
armies?

4) Jesus is the prince of peace who conquers all opposition (Is 9:6).
How is this pattern, of the weak being used to overcome the
strong, still used by God today?

Read Zechariah 2:1-13
5) Measuring Jerusalem (v2) is a task connected to its restoration.
What message is given to pass on to Zechariah? How does it
relate to, but also surpass Israel’s previous escape from
captivity? (Exodus 14:19-20, Ezekiel 10)

6) God’s people are told to flee (v6) and to shout and be glad (v10)
in response to the news of a new improved Jerusalem. Why
would there be hesitation to ‘go home’ and this reaction not
flowing forth automatically?

7) It’s easy to imagine that we would have been trailblazers,
ignoring the dangers, trusting only in God. But what in our lives
betrays that we are like those still hiding out in Babylon? What
challenge and encouragement is here for us? (c.f. 2 Cor 5:6-8)
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Sermon: 8th May
Zechariah 1:18 – 2:13
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Home Group – Week 3

Zechariah 3

Reflection on Zechariah 1:18-2:13

The High Priest was alone qualified and required to offer an annual
sacrifice that atoned for Israel. To do that he needed to be ceremonially
clean which required washing and special clothing. This was not merely
about dirt, but symbolic of the purity that is required to be with God.
Read Zechariah 3
1) Speaking about Satan’s attempts to led us astray, Martin Luther
famously said that “you can’t stop birds flying over your head,
but you can stop them from nesting in your hair.” On what
issue(s) do you need to listen to his advice?

2) v1-2 introduce a court room scene. What does God say to Satan
(which means the accuser) about Joshua (which means saviour)?
What did Satan have right and wrong about Joshua’s
uncleanness? (c.f. Is 6:6-7, 48:10; Mal 3)

3) What does the angel do for Joshua (at God’s and Zechariah’s
word!) and how does it contradict Satan’s accusation? (v3-5)
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4) Having graciously been dressed, there is both a demand and a
promise. How does this exemplify God’s practice of being
merciful and expecting an appropriate response?

5) v8 is probably the first time the forward pointing nature of the
priests’ role is made explicit. How is the role of the priests a
signpost and how is it connected to the Branch?

6) “My servant” (Num 14, Is 52:13), “The Branch” (Is 4:2, 11:1-5;
Jer 23:5, 33:15-16) and “stone” (Is 28:16) are all terms used to
refer to a coming Messiah. How does Zechariah combine them
all?

7) Sitting ‘under your vine and fig tree’ (v10) was symbolic of rest
and blessing in the Promised Land. (c.f. 1 Ki 4:25) Why is the
promise of peace and who it extends to a surprising end to this
chapter? How is ‘inviting neighbours’ one aspect of the service
we have been cleaned for?

8) Chapter 3 parallels the book of Job in showing that there is a
spiritual reality that we may not be aware as we live life on
Earth. Read Ephesians 6:12 and reflect on how we can helpfully
acknowledge this truth in our lives.
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Sermon: 15th May
Zechariah 3
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Home Group – Week 4

Zechariah 4

Reflection on Zechariah 3

God made an incredible promise to King David in 2 Samuel 7 that he
would always have a son to sit on his throne. It was David’s son Solomon
who then built the original temple in Jerusalem. Many of the prophets
pick up on these, promising another king like David and the rebuilding
of an even greater temple.
Read Zechariah 4
1) The tabernacle and temple were special places that signified
God dwelling amongst His people. Should we think of church
buildings in a similar way?

2) A lampstand with seven lights was an important part of the
temple furniture (Ex 25:31-40). What similarities and
differences exist between the original and the one in this vision?

3) Zerubbabel was the grandson of king Jeconiah (Mtt 1:12) and
became the governor of the province when the first wave of
exiles returned to Jerusalem. What is God’s word to him?
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4) The capstone (v7) is put in place to finish the building. What is
the promise being made?

5) ‘The day of small things’ (v10) parallels the situation recorded
in Haggai 1:7-11. How would this prophecy have been an
encouragement to Zerubbabel in a difficult situation?

6) Zechariah asks for further clarification of the vision, v11. What
details are added? What does the angel clarify the meaning is?

7) Chapter 3 focussed on Joshua. Chapter 4 focusses primarily on
Zerubbabel. How are both men God’s means of moving His
plan forward?

8) Matthew 21:42 and 1 Peter 2:4-9 quote Psalm 118:22-23. If
Jesus saw himself as the capstone, how do we connect the
rebuilding of the temple by Zerubbabel with Jesus’ claims?
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Sermon: 22nd May
Zechariah 4
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Home Group – Week 5

Zechariah 5

Reflection on Zechariah 4

Covenants are binding agreements made between two parties. Today we
more typically use the language of signing a contract. Covenants in OT
times typically finished with a section of promised blessings if the terms
of the covenant were met and curses if they were broken.
Read Zechariah 5
1) What do you think of when you hear the words “curse” and
“bless”?

v1-4
2) In our society stealing and swearing falsely rank pretty low on a
scale of what is considered bad. For those returned from exile
why might these sins be highlighted as ones that will be
punished by a giant flying curse?

3) Exile was the severest punishment, the worst curse that results
from disobedience of the covenant (Dt 28:36-48). What positive
and negative outcomes result from the enactment of this curse?
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v5-11
4) The removal of the Canaanites from the PL waited until their sin
reached its full measure (Gen 15:16). How does the picture of a
basket containing personified wickedness communicate a
similar idea?

5) Lady wisdom and lady folly are contrasted in the book of
Proverbs building houses (Pr 9). Why will a house be built for
‘wickedness’ in Babylon?

6) What is the message of evil being carried away to Babylon:
For people who are sinning?
For people who have turned from their sin?

7) Paralleling the returned exiles, though rescued, how can we be
guilty of harbouring ongoing sin. What does Zechariah call the
people to do? How is our response similar and different?

8) While there is an implicit call for repentance, what is the overt
encouraging promise that God makes? How is God’s promise to
deal with wickedness an encouragement to us?
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Sermon: 29th May
Zechariah 5
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Home Group – Week 6

Zechariah 6

Reflection on Zechariah 5

The prophets are probably best known for rebuking Israel. Yet even
in the face of Israel’s ongoing wickedness, there are amazing promise
of hope given for the future.
Read Zechariah 6:1-8
1) Sometimes we can be our own harshest critics. What do you
find is effective at encouraging you?

2) Horses similar to those introduced in 1:8 appear again. What are
they doing this time?

3) Rest for God’s enemies was a negative thing in chapter 1. How
is that ‘resolved’ now (6:8)?
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Mostly the prophets passed on a verbal message, whether God had
given them words or a vision or a dream. Sometimes they were
required to “act out” God’s message so that their visible actions
emphasised what God was saying (e.g. Ezekiel 12:3-6). Rather than a
vision, this last section of chapter 6 is a sign act that the people in a
sense saw a vision from God themselves.
Read Zechariah 6:9-15
4) Given that the high priest wore a turban (Ex 39:31) and the king
wore a crown (2 Ki 11:12) why is the command of 6:11
surprising?

5) The title ‘branch’ has already been mentioned in 3:8 and builds
upon Isaiah and Jeremiah’s prophecy. (Is 11:1/ Jer 23:5-6) What
would the exiles have anticipated with the use of this title and
symbolic act being performed?

6) In our Luke series we saw the roles of prophet, priest and king
combined in Jesus. How does this vision prophetically anticipate
such a combining? How does Jesus fulfilling all three roles lead
to the building of the temple?

7) Eph 2:19-22 refers to Christians as the temple. How does this
clarify what the Christians purpose in life is?
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Sermon: 5th June
Zechariah 6
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Home Group – Week 7

Zechariah 7-8

Reflection on Zechariah 6

Chapters 7-8 are a transition section, written as narrative, making it
much more like what we are familiar with from the historical and
prophetic books of the OT. While the initial response may sound
negative, recognise that the two chapters are a unity making the final
message positive.
Read Zechariah 7
1) Fasting has long been a Christian practice. Have you, or
someone you know, ever fasted? What was the goal?

2) Two years into Zechariah’s ministry a delegation heading to
Jerusalem to inquire of God seems like a good thing. God’s
answer (v5-7) indicates that He’s been watching their fast not
only in the fifth, but also the 7th month. What has He seen? How
does their behaviour indicate a lack of listening to the previous
prophetic warnings?

3) Looking after the oppressed and weaker people in the
community was important to the Law (e.g. Dt 10:18). What
problem has exile been unable to purge from God’s people? (v910)
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4) Jesus’ ministry gave high status to the poor, widows and the
otherwise oppressed. How is this reflected in our following of
Jesus?

Read Zechariah 8
5) Though God was angry with the disobedience of His people,
what remains His desire for His people (v2) and therefore what
will He do?

6) What is Zechariah’s message for people who had experienced
disappointment of hearing God’s word and not seeing it
fulfilled?

7) Fasting and mourning are associated, but what is the promise in
the future? (v19) How will it be extended to new participants?
(v20-23)

8) Jesus picks up on the idea of a feast with unexpected people
(Mtt 22:1-14) and feasting is also the finale of Revelation (Rev
19:9, 17). What does Zechariah reveal that the feasts been
anticipating all along? How does this related to our theme –
vision of hope?
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Sermon: 12th June
Zechariah 7-8
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Home Group – Week 8

Zechariah 9-11

Reflection on Zechariah 7-8

Chapters 9-11 and 12-14 are both introduced (9:1, 12:1) as “a
prophecy” or “oracle”. They are a further shift in style from the
previous two sections of Zechariah. In this study and the next we
will look at some of the lesser-known verses that surround more
familiar verses that will be picked up in the sermons.
Read Zechariah 9:1-8
1) When things are going bad in our life, why is it so hard to accept
that God is in control?

2) Look at a Bible map and locate the places mentioned in these
verses. How had the people of these places treated Israel
throughout history?

3) What is God going to do to those who have been enemies to
Israel?

4) Promises to judge are perceived by many these days as
inappropriate seeking of revenge. Why is justice a better lens to
see this through?
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Read Zechariah 11
5) The title “shepherd” was commonly used as an image to
describe national leaders. Who is God’s message spoken
against? (v3, v5, v17)

6) v7 onwards is spoken in the first person – a leader responding to
the demand of the Lord my God (v4). We would anticipate this
shepherd doing the right thing – why is their role so negative?

7) v12-13 are much better known to us from their use to describe
Judas’ betrayal of Jesus as fulfilling prophecy. (Mat 27:6-9).
How can God’s appointing of wicked shepherds actually be a
judgement against the flock and yet the shepherd is also held
responsible for their misuse of their role?

8) Jesus claims to be the good shepherd (John 10:11). How would
Israel at the time have understood his claim? How should it be
an encouragement to us especially in times when things are not
working out as we might hope?
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Sermon: 19th June
Zechariah 9-11
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Home Group – Week 9

Zechariah 12-14

Reflection on Zechariah 9-11

Jerusalem’s destruction and the exile that followed would have been
fresh in the memory of all those who heard Zechariah. Referring to
God’s judgement as a cup (12:2) is an image used by many prophets
(Is 51:22, Jer 25:15, Obadiah 16, Ez 23:28). To refer to the place judged
most severely being transformed into the place that is used to judge all
others adds new meaning to their historical experience and what God’s
goal was in permitting the judgement.
Read Zechariah 12:1-9
1) Sometimes past events that have caused us intense pain at the
time end up being for our good. Are their experiences you can
share the changed perspective that came with hindsight?

2) Much of the previous oracle (chapters 9-11) was spoken against
the enemies of God’s people. What is promised for Jerusalem’s
future?

3) Life under king David’s reign was considered to be the golden
age of Israel. How does the future promise (v7-9) exceed even
the great past?
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4) How is the promise of Jesus’ return a similarly spectacular
promise and as a result difficult for some to believe?

Read Zechariah 14:1-9; 16-21
5) Battles in the Bible often take a dramatic turn. What brings
about the change from v2 to v9?

6) After their judgement, what privilege and responsibility is
granted to the Gentile survivors? Why would this be a difficult
message for Zechariah’s first audience to hear?

7) Certain objects were consecrated for use only in the temple.
What does the final image of v20-21 indicate? (c.f. 1
Corinthians 10:31). How can we make our whole life service of
God?
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Sermon: 26th June
Zechariah 12-14
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